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Changes in muscle mass and strength are mediated by the FITT principles
Frequency: more sessions per week may mediate (volume-dependent) muscle size
Intensity (effort): volitional fatigue and internal focus increase muscle size
Type: exercise selection and high loads mediate muscle strength
Time: performing more repetitions (volume) may mediate muscle size
Other variables (e.g., inter-set rest, time under tension) have little influence on outcomes
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Resistance exercise training (RET)-induced increases in voluntary 1RM strength are greater with
higher loads and training by replicating (or close) the strength test. In contrast, RET-induced
muscular hypertrophy is primarily mediated by intensity of effort, which is achieved by performing
RET to volitional fatigue and with an internal focus on contracting a muscle throughout the
exercise range of motion. In addition, RET-induced muscular hypertrophy is augmented by
increasing training volume, but with diminishing returns. Other training variables such as volumeload, inter-set rest, and time under tension have negligible effects on RET-induced changes in
muscle size or strength. We conclude that an uncomplicated, evidence-based approach to
optimizing RET-induced changes in muscle size and strength follows the FITT principle:
frequency, intensity (effort), type, and time.
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1. Introduction
Skeletal muscle strength is important to human health, as is evidenced by the inclusion of a
recommendation to practice strengthening activities in all national physical activity guidelines. In
addition, muscle strength and size are often core components of athletic performance. Therefore,
the aim of this review is to provide evidenced-based recommendations on resistance exercise
training (RET) variables that impact RET-induced changes in muscle strength and size
(hypertrophy).
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2. Evidence-based training for muscular strength
Strength is measured in a variety of ways but most commonly as a voluntary isotonic (unchanging
force throughout a range of motion) maximal lift: the so-called one repetition maximum (1RM).
Other forms might include 3-10 repetitions to fatigue: 3-10RM. Tests may also include isometric
(unchanging range of motion), isokinetic (unchanging speed of contraction throughout a range of
motion), or power-based tests that include an element of velocity.

U

2.1 Load. RET-induced increases in 1RM are optimized when performing RET with nearer-tomaximal loads (e.g., >85 %1RM) [1-5]**. However, when muscular strength is evaluated using
an unpracticed test (i.e., an outcome that is not performed in the RET protocol: isometric
dynamometry), RET of any form is effective at increasing strength and heavier loads are not
superior [2, 3, 5-8]**/**. Moreover, periodic practice/training of a 1RM test nullifies, or at least
diminishes, the difference in RET-induced 1RM strength between heavier- and lighter-load RET
indicating that a large part of the strength differences is practice-related, which may be facilitated
by various neuromuscular adaptations [9]. Evidently, RET-induced changes in muscular strength
are primarily determined by load (heavier being better) and training specificity (close replication
of the test) [4, 7]**.
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2.2 Volume. Weekly training volume (repetitions x sets) can be altered directly by manipulating
the number of sets per session [10-13], the number of repetitions per set (e.g., by training to
volitional fatigue or not) [14-16]*, or the number of training sessions per week [17-19]; however,
weekly training volume is also indirectly altered by manipulating load [5, 6, 9, 20-22] or time
under tension [23]. Regardless, increased volume (or volume-load [load x repetitions x sets]) does
not, beyond a certain point, necessarily augment RET-induced changes in muscular strength [5, 7,
9-19, 21, 22, 24, 25]*/**. In fact, it seems that performing excessive weekly training volume
results in a plateau or inferior changes in RET-induced strength (>15 sets per muscle group per
week) [12, 13], which is likely due to insufficient recovery. A definitive study by Mattocks et al
[7]** compared individuals that performed five 1RM tests (i.e., five repetitions) per session to a
traditional RET regime (four sets of 8-12 repetitions per session) and found that, after eight weeks
of RET and a 10-fold difference in volume and volume-load, 1RM strength increased similarly
between conditions. Evidently, specificity of the RET regime supersedes any effect of increased
volume or volume-load on RET-induced changes in 1RM [5, 7, 9-19, 21, 22, 24, 25]*/**.
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2.3 Training Frequency. Increasing the number of weekly training sessions (i.e., increasing
training frequency/decreasing the rest between sessions) is a viable way to increase volume and
volume-load as an alternative to increasing the number of sets or repetitions per session [17-19].
However, both when volume is unmatched [17-19] and matched [25-30]*, higher training
frequencies do not independently improve RET-induced changes in muscular strength.
2.4 Rest. A recent systematic review concluded that increasing inter-set rest durations does not
result in superior changes in RET-induced muscular strength; however, the authors concluded by
hypothesizing increasing inter-set rest to two to five minutes may be advantageous in resistancetrained individuals [31]. Indeed, it is apparent that this thesis is dependent on the strength
assessment and training status of participants (e.g., 1RM testing resistance-trained young men [32]
vs. isometric dynamometry testing in comparatively untrained older women [33]); so, even if
2

longer rest intervals are advantageous in trained populations, the benefits are evidently marginal
[31] and contingent on training status and specificity [32, 33].
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2.5 Other variables. There are a number of RET variables that could be manipulated in effort to
augment RET-induced muscular strength, but most appear to be inconsequential. For example,
performing RET at different times of the day [34], with different times under tension [23], with or
without autonomy over training schedules [35], with or without blood flow occlusion [36], or on
or avoiding consecutive days [37] has little-to-no effect on RET-induced changes in muscular
strength. However, it may be that multi-joint exercises (e.g., squats) are more effective than singlejoint exercises (e.g., knee extensions) [38] and that periodized programs are more efficacious than
non-periodized programs [39], but those results are seemingly influenced by training specificity.
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3. Practical and evidence-based recommendations to augment RET-induced strength
RET-induced changes in muscular strength are primarily mediated by load [1-5]** and training
specificity [4, 7]**. Accordingly, as recommended by both the American College of Sports
Medicine (ACSM) [40] and National Strength and Conditioning Association (NSCA) [41], recent
evidence suggests that RET-induced changes in 1RM strength are greater when participants
perform regular strength assessments with near-maximal loads (>85 %1RM) [1-5]**. In addition,
recent evidence suggests that increasing inter-set rest (>2 min) [31, 32] and moderating weekly
training volume (<15 sets/muscle group/week) [12, 13] may improve RET-induced muscular
strength in resistance-trained individuals. Otherwise, though not the focus of this review, increased
protein intake up to at least 1.6 g/kg of body mass/day may provide a small but statistically
significant benefit on RET-induced muscular strength as detailed elsewhere [42]. In conclusion,
RET-induced muscular strength is primarily mediated by load and specificity, though dietary
protein intake, volume, and inter-set rest warrant consideration with increased training experience.
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4. Evidence-based training for muscular hypertrophy
Muscular hypertrophy describes the expansion of proteins within a given muscle fibre and
subsequent enlargement of the fibre cross-sectional area and the muscle as a whole. As a process,
hypertrophy is multifactorial including changes in muscle protein turnover, satellite cells, genetics,
and multiple molecular regulatory processes. Indeed, the molecular mechanisms that may underpin
RET-induced skeletal muscle hypertrophy are beyond the scope of this review; thus, we direct the
reader elsewhere if interested [43].
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4.1 Load. A recent meta-analysis (21 studies) [2] and numerous publications since [1, 5, 8, 16, 2022, 44] showed that heavier loads are not necessary for RET-induced muscular hypertrophy.
Indeed, muscular hypertrophy is similar between lower-load (~30-50 %1RM) and higher-load
(>70 %1RM) RET when loads are lifted to the point of volitional fatigue [1-3, 5, 8, 16, 20-22,
44]**; thus, load does not mediate RET-induced muscular hypertrophy.
4.2 Volume. Some have proposed that there is a dose-response relationship between volume
(repetitions x sets) and RET-induced muscular hypertrophy [45]. In contrast, recent data has
revealed that increasing volume or volume-load by manipulating the number of sets per session
[11, 12], number of repetitions per set [14-16]*, number of sessions per week [17, 19], or load
lifted per repetition [3, 5, 9, 20-22]** does not result in superior RET-induced muscular
hypertrophy. However, supplementing a group of participants that were not performing RET to
3
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volitional fatigue with additional volume can match the RET-induced muscle hypertrophy of a
group of participants that were performing RET to volitional fatigue [14]*. Thus, though second
to performing RET to volitional fatigue, volume may have a small effect on RET-induced muscular
hypertrophy in untrained populations. Otherwise, studies in resistance-trained individuals have
found superior increases in muscle size with increased training volumes [10, 18] but only up to
~15 sets per muscle group per week [12, 13]. Moreover, even in untrained populations, optimal
RET-induced muscular hypertrophy is contingent on performing a sufficient number of
contractions (>10 repetitions per muscle per week) [7]**. In conclusion, volume appears to be an
ostensible mediator of RET-induced muscular hypertrophy in resistance-trained individuals [10,
18], and it is clear that individuals should perform well over 10 repetitions/muscle/week [7]** but
less than 15 sets/muscle/week [12, 13] to amass a weekly training volume that is necessary for
RET-induced muscular hypertrophy.
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4. 3 Training Frequency. Evidently, there is no measurable benefit of increased training frequency
on RET-induced muscular hypertrophy when volume is equated [25-30, 46]*. However, when
higher-training frequency conditions are not volume-matched to lower-training frequency
conditions there appears to be a modest benefit of performing RET three times per week vs. one
time per week on RET-induced muscular hypertrophy [26]*. Indeed, the majority of RET-induced
muscular hypertrophy appears to occur with a single session of RET per week, but increased
training frequency (i.e., decreased rest between sessions) as a means to increase training volume
may augment RET-induced muscular hypertrophy with diminishing returns [26]*.
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4. 4 Rest. A recent systematic review (6 studies) posited that RET-induced muscle hypertrophy
may be improved by increasing inter-set rest upwards of 60 seconds [47]. However, similar to the
effect of increased rest on changes in 1RM strength, the benefit of increased inter-set rest on RETinduced muscular hypertrophy appears to be contingent on increased training status [32, 47].
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4. 5 Other Variables. The time of day [34], velocity of contraction [23], single- vs. multi-joint
resistance exercise [38], days of recovery between training sessions [37], occlusion of blood flow
[5, 36], and autonomy over RET variables [35] appear to confer little-to-no benefit on RETinduced muscular hypertrophy. However, a recent meta-analysis (15 studies) found a small benefit
of performing eccentric-only vs. concentric-only RET on changes in muscle size, which warrants
consideration to include eccentric muscle actions throughout each repetition [48].
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4. 6 Intensity of Effort. Recently, with load, volume, number of repetitions, and training to
volitional fatigue matched between conditions, Schoenfeld et al [49]** demonstrated that focusing
on maximally contracting a muscle group throughout the exercise’s range of motion (i.e., increased
internal focus) results in superior RET-induced increases in muscle thickness compared with
simply moving the load through the exercise’s range of motion (i.e., external focus). Indeed, the
thesis that internal focus mediates RET-induced muscular hypertrophy is anecdotally supported in
bodybuilding practice, and provides a reasonable hypothesis for explaining the results from the
no-load RET study by Counts et al [3]**. Intensity of effort can be modulated by increasing load
[1], volume-load [7]**, training frequency [26]*, inter-set rest [47], time under tension [23], blood
flow occlusion [5, 36], mode of contraction [48], or otherwise; but, it is implicit when RET is
performed to volitional fatigue and with increased internal focus. Therefore, as previously
hypothesized [50], maximizing RET-induced muscular hypertrophy is chiefly determined by
4

intensity of effort and not by categorical manipulation of specific RET variables [1, 2, 5, 8, 16, 2022, 44]).
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5. Practical and evidence-based recommendations to augment RET-induced hypertrophy
In contrast with RET guidelines from the ACSM [40] and NSCA [41], RET-induced muscular
hypertrophy is not confined to performing RET with heavy loads since lighter loads lifted to
volitional fatigue result in similar hypertrophy [1-3, 9, 20-22, 44]**. Instead, we propose that the
most potent regulator of RET-induced muscular hypertrophy is intensity of effort, which is
sufficient when performing RET with increased internal focus [3, 49]**/** or to volitional fatigue
[1, 2, 5, 8, 16, 20-22, 44]**. Additionally, though more efficacious in resistance-trained
individuals, it appears that RET-induced muscular hypertrophy can be slightly improved with
additional volume [10, 18], rest [47], training frequency (via increased volume) [26]*, and daily
protein intake [42]. Thus, to enhance RET-induced muscular hypertrophy, RET should be
performed with high intensity of effort (i.e., the practice, likely not exclusively, of lifting to or near
volitional fatigue with increased internal focus) along with adequate volume (i.e., >10 repetitions
per muscle group per week [7, 10, 18]** but <15 sets per muscle group per week [12, 13]), training
frequency (at least three training sessions per week [26]*), inter-set rest (>60 seconds [47]), and
daily protein intake (≥1.6 g/kg of body mass/day) [42].
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6. Sex-based Differences
By comparison to men, there is far less work done in women on their respective responses to RET.
Absolute RET-induced changes in muscle strength and mass are greater in men versus women, but
the relative changes in each are remarkably similar when men and women are compared [51].
Interestingly, this axiom holds true despite an almost 10-fold difference in circulating testosterone
between men and women [52]. Moreover, the research we present above includes and is, despite
a much smaller volume of work, consistent with research performed in women. That is, in women
there is little-to-no influence of load [8, 22], volume [11, 12], velocity of contraction [23], or interset rest duration [33] on RET-induced changes in muscle strength and/or mass, and the efficacy of
protein supplementation to support these gains while small is apparently no different in women
[42]. In addition, we do not find evidence to support that performing RET to volitional fatigue is
the only driver of RET-induced muscular hypertrophy in women [14]*. Therefore, though
untrained men have higher strength and muscle mass before RET [53], which may be related to
biomechanical differences between sexes, women have a similar propensity for RET-induced
changes in muscle mass and strength [51] and are not differentially affected by specific RETrelated variables [8, 11, 12, 14, 22, 23, 33, 42]*.

A

7. Conclusion
RET-induced increases in skeletal muscle mass and strength are largely independent of sex and
specific RET variables. Unless an individual is trying to selectively improve 1RM strength (e.g.,
powerlifting or sport-related performance) or muscular hypertrophy (e.g., bodybuilding or other
esthetically-oriented sport), it is prudent to recommend that any RET regime performed regularly
and with a high degree of effort is a sufficient stimulus for increasing muscle mass and strength.
Nonetheless, RET-induced changes in muscular strength are chiefly determined by load and the
specificity of training (i.e., practicing the strength test used as the outcome: 1RM test).
Accordingly, to optimize RET-induced increases in 1RM, the evidence-based recommendations
5
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are to perform the specific test (e.g., a 1RM) with or near maximal loads (>85 %1RM). In contrast,
the principal mediator of RET-induced muscular hypertrophy is intensity of effort, which is
implicit when RET is performed to volitional fatigue or with increased internal focus (i.e.,
maximally contracting a muscle group throughout the range of motion). In addition, there appears
to be a window of volume that is necessary (>10 repetitions and <15 sets per muscle group per
week) for RET-induced muscular hypertrophy, and increased training frequency, inter-set rest, and
eccentric contractions are relevant considerations for continued improvements in resistancetrained individuals. Indeed, once regular performance of RET is accomplished, the efficacy of any
particular RET variable to augment RET-induced muscular hypertrophy is diminished in
comparison to intensity of effort during any given RET session. Therefore, the evidence-based
recommendations to a greater level of RET-induced muscular hypertrophy are first to prioritize
performing the RET with heightened intensity of effort (volitional fatigue and internal focus), and
secondarily to include a sufficient number of repetitions (>10 per muscle group per week), volume
(<15 sets per muscle group per week), training frequency (three sessions per week), inter-set rest
(>60 seconds), and daily protein intake (≥1.6 g per kg of body weight per day).
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1. **Counts BR, Buckner SL, Dankel SJ et al. The acute and chronic effects of "NO LOAD"
resistance training. Physiol Behav 2016; 164:345-352
 This study demonstrated equal hypertrophy between biceps curls with no load vs. 70
%1RM, which is convincing illustration of the lack of effect that load and volume-load
have on RET-induced muscular hypertrophy.
2. **Mattocks KT, Buckner SL, Jessee MB et al. Practicing the Test Produces Strength
Equivalent to Higher Volume Training. Med Sci Sports Exerc 2017; 49:1945-1954.
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This study compared performing traditional RET (8-12 repetitions, four sets, twice per
week) to just performing five attempts at a 1RM twice per week (i.e., a total of 10
repetitions per week) and found similar changes in 1RM strength but dissimilar changes in
muscle thickness. Accordingly, this study is an impressive demonstration that RETinduced changes in 1RM strength are a function of specificity/practice and a strong
representation that increased volume is necessary if near-maximal loads are to be used
during RET.
3. *Martorelli S, Cadore EL, Izquierdo M et al. Strength training with repetitions to failure does
not provide additional strength and muscle hypertrophy gains in young women. Eur J Transl
Myol 2017; 27:6339.
 This study demonstrated that training to volitional fatigue results in superior increases in
RET-induced muscular hypertrophy, but also performing ‘supplementary’ sets to volumematch a non-volitional fatigue condition to the volitional fatigue condition results in similar
RET-induced muscular hypertrophy. Thus, this study is a strong case for the efficacy of
increasing volume during moderate-load RET.
4. *Schoenfeld BJ, Grgic J, Krieger J. How many times per week should a muscle be trained to
maximize muscle hypertrophy? A systematic review and meta-analysis of studies examining
the effects of resistance training frequency. J Sports Sci 2018:1-10.
 This meta-analysis shows that when volume is equated, increased training frequency does
not result in superior RET-induced muscular hypertrophy; however, with a meta-regression
on studies that were not volume-matched, this meta-analysis identified a modest benefit of
performing three or more weekly RET sessions compared to just one.
5. **Schoenfeld BJ, Vigotsky A, Contreras B et al. Differential effects of attentional focus
strategies during long-term resistance training. Eur J Sport Sci 2018; 18:705-712.
 This study provides an explanation for Counts et al paper, illustrating that increased
internal focus (i.e., maximally contracting a muscle group throughout its range of motion)
affects RET-induced muscular hypertrophy.
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Figure 1. Resistance exercise training variables alongside evidence-based recommendations to
increase RET-induced increases in muscle strength and size.
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